Notre-Dame de Paris

More than a historical monument, this Cathedral is primarily "The House of God and the abode of men" because this
building is responsible for human and.The Cathedral of Notre-Dame de Paris, a masterpiece of Gothic architecture, is
the most visited monument in France. It was built in the Middle Ages, at the far.Notre-Dame de Paris, also called
Notre-Dame Cathedral, cathedral church in Paris, France. It is the most famous of the Gothic cathedrals of the Middle
Ages and.Discover the address of the Notre-Dame de Paris cathedral and its opening hours, and visit this attraction, a
Gothic art gem that is full of spirituality.Towers of Notre-Dame de Paris cathedral. Climb the steps for a breathtaking
view over the cathedral and the heart of Paris. Sunday 22 July Open on.Before going there what I had on my mind
hearing Notre Dame de Paris was the novel written by Victor Hugo. That is why going there I had those images of.A
concise historic lesson within Earthlore's Gothic Architecture features. A learning resource about the history and
expression of the craft style known as ' Gothic.Paris' most visited unticketed site, with upwards of 14 million visitors per
year, is a masterpiece of French Gothic architecture. The focus of Catholic Paris for.Notre-Dame Cathedral (Cathedrale
de Notre Dame de Paris) is ranked #1 out of 15 things to do in Paris. See pictures and our review of Notre-Dame
Cathedral.Notre-Dame de Paris Cathedral, The major french religious Cathedral, masterpiece of gothic architecture.
Monuments.Book your Notre-Dame Cathedral tickets online and skip-the-line! Save time and money with our best price
guarantee ? make the most of your visit to Paris!.Located in Paris, feet from Notre Dame Cathedral and miles from
Pompidou Center, My Apartments - Notre Dame de Paris provides accommodations.On an average summer day in
Paris, about tourists pass through Notre Dame cathedral, one of the finest buildings of the medieval era.The Cathedral of
Notre-Dame de Paris is one of the most famous churches in the world. But hidden among the details of its
year-old.Notre Dame de Paris. Notre-Dame Cathedral indeed dates back to the XIIIth century and is one of the
masterpieces of Gothic art in Western Europe.Notre Dame de Paris is not a Paris monument or a French monument or a
European monument, but it's really a worldwide monument, says.History Carved in StoneNotre-Dame cathedral, Paris
epicentre for over years , stands in an effortless command!With its two majestic towers, its sky-scraping.felt that Paris
should contain an impressive cathedral featuring innovations to emphasise its importance in relation to smaller towns.
Notre Dame Copyrighted.NOTE: I 'M NOT TRYING TO REPLACE ANYONE'S MODEL. I JUST CREATED THE
CURRENT MODEL, BECAUSE I LIKE THE BUILDING. Notre Dame de Paris .
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